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Abstract

Global forces have had a direct impact on the autonomous ability of domestic political leaders to shape and develop policy—a growing process that is often referred to as a “hollowing” of the state. Using a descriptive approach, this paper provides an overview of some of those newly emerged actors with a specific focus on the Canadian context. It then goes on to outline one of the Government of Canada’s key policy reactions to the hollowing-out process—the tool of information management and message control. Exploring the motivation as well as the implementation of this political tool is key to understanding the Government’s justification in its usage as well of its end goal of shaping public perceptions and achieving political support. Finally, the paper will provide readers with a timely case study to demonstrate some of the potential drawbacks of employing this type of policy tool. The Canadian acquisition process of new generation fighter jets, the F-35s, is a particularly opportune and compelling case which demonstrates how the Canadian Government has attempted to employ information management and message control to its own benefit. Ultimately, however, it can be seen that the usage of such policy tools does not always profit the Government, particularly when employed at a time when public confidence is low.
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Introduction

The Canadian centre of government has evolved a great deal during the past number of years as global powers and linkages have grown and evolved. Identifying the locus of power and decision-making has in turn become increasingly complex as new actors have emerged. It is logical, therefore, to begin the search at the top of the Canadian bureaucracy—with the Prime Minister. He chairs Cabinet meetings, establishes the consensus for Cabinet decisions, appoints and fires ministers and deputy ministers, articulates the government’s strategic directions, has a direct hand in establishing the government’s fiscal framework, represents government abroad, and has a number of other key responsibilities and powers. The power of the prime minister has captivated political scientists and journalists for a number of years. Increasingly and in the face of emerging authorities, prime ministers have sought to concentrate political power in their own hands or their own offices; former Prime Minister Jean Chrétien went to the heart of the matter when he wrote, “Politics is about wanting power, getting it, exercising it and keeping it.” There are few voices that would deny that Canadian prime ministers have been attempting to dominate the machinery of government, and critics have alleged that the powers of prime ministers in parliamentary systems have grown far beyond what they need to be or what they once were.

Indeed, it has been charged that they have attempted to fashion their position and their powers on the example of the American president—a process called “presidentialization.”

The goal of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the newly emerging actors who are challenging the central decision-making powers of the prime minister in their unique ways.

---

2 Savoie, Donald J. Governing from the Centre: The Concentration of Power in Canadian Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999).
4 ibid
Evidently, governments have been attempting to manage these actors’ emerging political capital through leveraging a number of policy tools in order to maintain their historic capacities in developing, shaping, and implementing government policies. Under the current Conservative Government, one policy tools has been dominant—the management of public communication and messaging. After providing an overview of newly emerging actors and a description of the reasoning behind the frequent use of this policy approach, this paper will use the example of the Government’s ongoing acquisition of new generation fighter jets to demonstrate a single example of when and how government has attempted to negotiate the new global linkages to achieve its policy intentions. While it may be logical for political parties to employ policy instruments such as information management and message control, it can be see that in this case, government leaders’ efforts resulted in a confused public and accusations of mismanagement. As such, the case of the fighter jets is a cogent example of why it is necessary for governments in to balance message control with accountability and transparency in order to ensure that they maintain a balance between public trust and their desire of straightforward policy implementation.

Section I: Locating Power

Modern politics and political power was traditionally tied to nation-states and the ultimate recourse to military power and physical force. Currently however, whether in North America or Europe, power and responsibility flow effortlessly between governments, between departments within governments, and between the public and private sectors. Donald Savoie, despite disagreeing with the premise, explained that in light of such a wide dispersion of power and influence, some academics have of late pronounced that globalization will eventually spell the
end of the nation-state model due to looming challenges facing central governments, and that federations such as Canada are particularly vulnerable as they are faced with the continuing struggle to maintain national unity.

Indeed, more than ever before, governments are dealing with new autonomous actors in order to realize their policy objectives, compounding on those actors who have already challenged central government authority of key matters, such as the provinces, courts, key political actors, and other key individuals. Much has already been written about the impact of such global changes on nation-states and the impact on governments’ abilities in policy development. One author explains that “sovereignty can be clearly divided among a plurality of agents without in any way detracting from finality of decision”, however it has become increasingly evident that the new global interconnectedness has deeply affected Canadians’ traditional understanding of power, authority, legitimacy, and sovereignty.

It takes only a moment’s reflection to develop an appreciation for the challenge in identifying the location of political power thanks to the rise of the global economy. There is evidence to suggest that national governments are re-evaluating and adjusting their systems of governance, policies, laws, and regulations because of these shifts and changes.

In the classic image of the role of politicians, their main task is that of goal setting and/or making final binding decisions. Traditionally, politicians set the goals which are ultimately elaborated and implemented by the bureaucracy. However, the idea that the content is being fixed at the beginning of the decision making process does not conform to the extensive decision making process that is the reality of today’s governance structure. Many authors have discussed

---

the idea of the diffusion of power away from the core executive in Westminster governments, and refer to the concept as the “hollowing” of the state\(^8\). They indicate that the rise of the network society will make society more fluid, more horizontal, more plural in values and less likely to be governed from above by public actors. The following section aims to provide an overview of the newly emerged sources of influence that have challenged the central decision making powers of government.

Susan Strange, a prominent scholar in international political economy, writes that the exercise of power is no longer limited to officials of the state and, further, that institutions other than those of the state now wield considerable power. She argues that political power is increasingly exercised by both the market and transnational institutions\(^9\). Saskia Sassen elaborates on this work, explaining that the emergence of an interstate system such as one consisting of inter-governmental organizations, private companies, individuals, and other groups, constitutes a distinct “field that assembles bits of territory, authority and rights into new types of specialized and typically highly particularized structures\(^{10}\).” Indeed, authors find that such a fractioning of traditional sources of power has accorded for new, smaller sources to “acquire influence as brokers, facilitators, and suggestors” of decision making and allows for these institutions to penetrate the structures of government bureaucracies\(^{11}\).

James Rosenau provides a name to these actors, referring to them as “spheres of authority (SOA)” and indicating that some of the SOA consist of broad-gauged advocacy networks; others are narrow, special interest organizations; some are transnational in scope with units in several

\(^{8}\)See Lowndes and Skelcher, 1998; Clarence and Painter, 2001


\(^{10}\)Sassen, S. 2005 ‘When National Territory is Home to the Global: Old Borders to Novel Borderings’, New Political Economy 10(4):523-541. Pg. 533

countries; some are informal networks of like-minded citizens, whereas others are formal and internationally recognized states; some are corporations and others are nongovernmental organizations (NGO). Viewed through the prism of authority relations, the enormous proliferation of SOA emphasizes the severe constraints on the ability of a government to independently and in a sovereign manner realize its policy goals in myriad situations because of a pervasive competition for the attention and loyalty of citizens. Rosenau argues that all states have had their capacities to exercise monopolistic control diminish at a “rate comparable to the rapid acceleration of globalization”, because in combination the dynamics of SOAs weaken the ability of states to manage the flow of people, money, jobs, trade, pollution, ideas etc. Core executive actors today find themselves caught in a maelstrom of pressures, to which they have responded by attempting to redefine and clarify their powers just as those powers are in many respects leaching away to higher authorities and processes. It is this fragmentation of institutional authority matched by increasing public demands for accountability that creates the “hollow crown” of limited and often seemingly incoherent government. This search for accountability requires a growing focus on the actors involved in policy and power transfer, and the kinds of social forms these actors take. The question must therefore be answered- what are some of these other authorities to which power is diffusing? The following are a few of Canada’s key SOAs which have arisen under the power shift brought on by globalization.

---

13 Ibid., pg. 90
14 Ibid., Pg. 91
i. Market Economy and the Private Sector

Globalization is seen by many as a consequence of trade liberalization— as trade barriers come down, economies become more interdependent. Some, however, see it the other way: globalization has forced trade liberalization. In reality, they would seem to be concomitant factors, occurring at the same time and acting reciprocally.17 Regardless, authors label the changes as “the emergence of a world economy, a world polity and perhaps a culture, in short, the emergence of a world society.”18

Today, many scholars write that national boundaries are not as significant as boundaries of economic activity, and that the “growth and dynamism of the international economy constrains domestic political capacity for economic control and manipulation.”19 Undeniably, under globalization, states have been increasingly susceptible to market forces, a domain where their governments remained very active prior to 1945.20 Peter Drucker succinctly explains that “from now on any country… that wants to do well economically will have to accept that it is the world economy that leads and that domestic economic policies will succeed only if they strengthen, or at least not impair, the country’s economic position.”21 Indeed, states such as Canada have shifted their economies to “commerce-driven, globe-centred capitalism” through the application of privatization and deregulation.22 This has over time lead to a diminished role

---

19 Saward, Hollow Crown pg. 31
for government in production, accumulation and distribution while taking on a more active regulatory role.

The private sector has replaced government as the dominant actor in the global economy, and key economic decisions are taken in a number of places and in complex multi-national business organizations\(^{23}\). Savoie identifies a new key authority in this sphere—corporations (and actors functioning on their behalf).

Corporations and business associations have long been characterized in the policy process as interest groups, who seek to influence the regulatory and legislative process. Increasingly however, theorists have been arguing that corporate interest groups directly influence policy through significant financial expenditures and established connections with policymakers—that economic power equates political power\(^{24}\). Powerful corporate political actors are believed to shape federal policy agendas through lobbying, testimony, public relations and advertising campaigns, political contributions, and other means. Corporations also are policy entrepreneurs—that is, policy agenda-setting advocates who generate new policy issues, maintain old issues, and attempt to guide issues through the policy process\(^{25}\).

Economically powerful individuals and corporations can easily connect with the politically powerful. Even if they are not able to connect directly, they can now hire lobbyists to do it for them. Lobbyists continue to have an influential voice among those trying to shape public policy and government decisions. They can deliver messages to politicians, employ this contact to identify business opportunities, and can also assist politicians with material to challenge the advice of their public servants or to spin for the media in their departments\(^{26}\). Well-funded

\(^{23}\) ibid, Pg. 46


\(^{26}\) Savoie, Power: Pg. 186
interest groups can also gain or buy access or can finance a research project with a think tank or research institute to make their case before the politically connected or the media, while ordinary citizens must rely on their members of parliament\textsuperscript{27}. Ottawa has seen an exponential growth in the number of firms over the last thirty-five years, with now over sixty lobbying firms listed in the Ottawa directory. Evidently in this fashion, private sector corporations and their lobbyists hold a significant amount of authority in the governmental policy making process.

Evidently the interconnected global economy and the emerging importance of private sector actors has lead to a more fluid and transient nature for political power than any time in the past. Power is now held in places beyond organizations, institutions and formal processes, and now in networks, lobbyists, and key personalities. A prime minister and his Cabinet are no longer have an independent capacity to perform the role of formulating the government’s political and policy agenda, and the public service is now an institution that must manage not only politicians but also private interests.

\textbf{ii. Bureaucracy}

Not only have states’ socio-economic functions been transformed, but their institutional organizations, as well as their conceptualization of public services have also entered into a thoroughly transformative process. The processes of globalization, and particularly those fostering global capitalism, are directly responsible for having prompted political and administrative elites to restructure the State and adopt new governance practices. The shift towards a growing, interconnected market economy has required governments to adopt certain practices in order to remain economically competitive and ensure economic growth

\footnote{ibid, Pg. 227}
matches its population needs\(^{28}\). Indeed, various forms of fiscal crisis, caused by an inefficient public bureaucracy, is the most often-cited rationale for the adoption of governance changes. Additionally, however, in the case of the developing world, external pressures exerted by international agencies (such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund) and growing economic needs have played a crucial role in encouraging public sector reforms. Across the world, as weaknesses and failures of traditional state bureaucracy in terms of its unmanageable size, managerial inefficiency, public inaccessibility, and excessive corruption, increased during the 1980s and 1990s, countries adopted a new agenda in order to reduce the role of the public bureaucracy and transfer resources out of state governments and to restructure the public service with the idea that the business sector was more productive, efficient, innovative, responsive, and customer oriented\(^{29}\). Canada, along with many other prominent countries such as Britain, Australia and the Netherlands, has also adopted this change in governance to increase decentralization—a system referred to as new public management (NPM)\(^{30}\).

The term NPM describes a phenomenon that ranges from managerialism to a full range of government reports. It is an approach that mirrors that of private sector and advocates treating citizens like customers, separating public administrators from the public policy process, and allowing for government to function as a “business within the public sector”\(^{31}\). In Canada it includes initiatives such as decentralizing certain powers to provincial governments, changing management methods, reducing the size of the federal public sector, the privatization/commercialization of certain public enterprises, increased contracting, and an


\(^{29}\) ibid


expansion of user charges and expenditure restrain. The federal government took key steps to consolidate departmental portfolios; creating a number of arms-length bodies; using private-sector consultants; and implementing a system of Programme Review. This form of governance has been pursued for many reasons that extend beyond the need for fiscal restraint, but also with the aim of making the management of operations and operational performance “more responsive to the criteria of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.”

Canada in specific has adopted NPM by consolidating departmental portfolios; reassigning significant responsibilities to the provinces; creating a number of arms-length bodies; using private-sector consultants; and implementing a system of Programme Review.

The implications of decentralization for the management of the state are twofold: first, it entails greater delegation of authority to public service managers in the line operations of government; and second, it creates a challenging balance in providing strategic policy direction and ensuring adherence without extensive intervention in policy implementation at the operational level.

Because of the increased delegations of authority, managers in the public service have been given greater influence over the deployment of resources to deliver public services and to mix the ways in which they use the resources to achieve economies and efficiencies. They have also been enabled to contract out certain functions to private sector on their own initiatives and/or to undertake functions within their organizations that previously had to be secured from other “common services” departments. The logic behind these changes is that front-line

---

33 Weller, pg. 192
35 Weller, Pg. 177
36 ibid, ,Pg. 183
government managers were expected to be better at running things than politicians, with a greater understanding of the issues and the financial and human resources management needs\textsuperscript{37}. As their responsibilities increase, high-level public servants are progressively losing the fairly distinct administrative space they once occupied. They are no longer anonymous in their delivery of public services thanks to their horizontal and cross-departmental relationships, as well as the growing pervasiveness of access or freedom to information legislation\textsuperscript{38}. These transformations have been coupled with a greater emphasis on accountability for results, particularly from the centre (ministers) who remain responsible for the functioning, decisions, and acts of their respective departments\textsuperscript{39}. According to Savoie, managers have seen oversight increase tenfold from thirty years ago; units have been created or expanded to manage or monitor various processes, and there now exist more management layers between front-line employees and departments’ deputy ministers\textsuperscript{40}. This is demonstrative of some of the key challenges facing political leaders as they enter governments—a prime minister’s political power, which is based on hierarchy and command and control, is not easily applied under this new model. Donald Savoie has succinctly summarized the key challenge brought on by NPM in saying, “the problem has everything to do with elaborate bureaucratic processes, and no one could point to an individual or individuals to establish what went wrong, why, how, and to what extent\textsuperscript{41}.” It is challenging to determine where political power lies in the complexity of the new bureaucracy; power has shifted between politicians and bureaucrats, but political accountability requirements have not evolved in the same manner.

\textsuperscript{37} Savoie, Power: Pg. 137
\textsuperscript{38} Savoie, Power: Pg. 164
\textsuperscript{39} Weller, Pg. 193
\textsuperscript{40} Savoie: Power: Pg. 149
\textsuperscript{41} ibid,: Pg. 151
iii. Consultants

In 1967, John Deutsch contended that civil servants would have a reduced role in the development of new policies because of the “increasing use of private consulting firms, research institutes and the latest phenomenon, the so-called think tank.” Indeed, thanks to the aforementioned system of NPM, public managers find themselves involved in arranging networks that may enable them to gain the advantages of the government’s scope and scale without the negatives associated with bureaucracy (ie. redundancy and rising costs).

Consultants in this case are understood as non-state, private-sector, profit-driven actors that are nevertheless involved in the policy process through contractual arrangements with state agencies. They are, almost by definition, concerned with knowledge—it is through the provision of expert knowledge that consultants and management consultant firms make their living in shaping, directing, and informing the policy process. As government departments shifted into a system of NPM, they often did not have the skills or capacity for program delivery, creating the gap for consultants to insert themselves into. As such, NPM has been a driving force beyond the emergence of consultance of a new actor in the political realm.

Canada has not been shielded from the trend towards increased contracting, and has intensified the use of such consultants with measures to "cut expenditures in an age of austerity" particularly in the areas of temporary help, IT consultants and management consultants. Since 2005-06, costs have increased by almost 80 per cent, to nearly $5.5 billion over the period in these areas alone. Only two departments-Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC) and Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC)-account for about

half of all management consulting contract expenditures, while the Department of National Defence (DND) was the next largest at about 12 per cent\textsuperscript{44}. With these statistics, it is undeniable that the federal government has become porous as consultants are increasingly being used in all facets of government workings. As such, these individuals now appear to be the best positioned to influence the making of public policy and perhaps most likely to usurp some of the core functions of the executive.

This frame-of-mind has been echoed by Ralph Nader’s 1976 Centre for Study of Responsive Law, which indicated that consultants, along with think tanks, are part of a “shadow government” that has effectively “taken the policy-making function away from elected and appointed public officials\textsuperscript{45}.” Although governments may initially invite them in, such bodies have made themselves ever more attractive if not indispensable. Even the highest levels of government have been increasingly using their expertise and reports in decision-making, often in contentious areas\textsuperscript{46}.

The influence of consultants on policy and decision-making also has an impact on accountability. In a recent article, Donald Savoie argues that “policy issues no longer respect organizational boundaries and, as a result, policy-making has now become horizontal, consultative and porous\textsuperscript{47}.” The challenge of holding consultants accountable is that, “consultants do not have a minister, they have clients; however, career officials not only have ministers, they must also live with the consequences of their policy advice\textsuperscript{48}.”

\textsuperscript{44} Howlett, Michael , and Andrea Migone. ”The permanence of temporary services: the reliance of Canadian federal departments on policy and management consultants.” Canadian Public Administration 56.3 (2013): 369. Print.

\textsuperscript{45} Saward. The Hollow Crown: Pg. 107

\textsuperscript{46}ibid, Pg. 109

\textsuperscript{47} Savoie, Donald. 2004. “Searching for accountability in a government without boundaries.”Canadian Public Administration 47:1. Pg. 7

\textsuperscript{48} ibid, Pg. 11
The delegation of authority to nongovernmental agents is thus hugely challenging for governments. It has been stated that “privatization only changes the venue, not the public responsibility. And if government pays the freight, government necessarily has to police the contractor.” Yet the more reach contractors have under a privatized system, the less capacity government is likely to retain.

The increased use of such actors has incontrovertibly lead to a shift in power and capacity in policy making. Evidently there can be numerous benefits to contracting; however coordination, maintaining internal governmental capacities and institutional memory, and accountability are complex matters. As NPM continues to be a reality for government leaders, they are progressively faced with the extensive skills and influence of such actors who can continue to shape the direction of political and governmental decisions.

iv. Think Tanks

As seen above with consultants, governments have increasingly been contracting work out under the system of NPM. This is the reality faced for information-seeking as well.

Think tanks, defined as “independent organizations engaged in multi-disciplinary research intended to influence public policy” have been progressively prevalent and have been given power as a result of the government’s. They constitute actors who “commission research, who mediate between experts and officials, and who develop strategies for dissemination of arguments.” In Canada, they include organizations such as the Fraser Institute, the Council of...

50 Saward. The Hollow Crown: Pg. 204
52 Tupper, A. (1993), Think tanks, public debt, and the politics of expertise in Canada. Canadian Public Administration
Canadians, the Asia-Pacific Foundation of Canada, the C.D. Howe Institute, and a number of prestigious universities and colleges.

While often characterized by a distinct orientation, be it liberal or conservative, the reports and opinions are of such organizations often seen to carry weight by virtue of their independence from government. Recently, however, think tanks have been recast as hybrid organizations operating in the space between the political, economic, academic, and media fields. Authors explain because of this pre-perceived independence and apolitical nature, such organizations are unique in their ability to draw on the "capitals" defining those fields and to put them to work in novel ways and new contexts. Rather than defining think tanks as the tools of elite or non-elite interest groups, this reframes them as dependent on a wide range of external actors. This dependence does not, however, mean there is little influence. Think tanks are one of many high-profile but unelected policy actors.

Think tanks attempt to shape public opinion and the intellectual climate in which decision-makers operate through the provision of “one-pagers” and “backgrounders” to the media and by holding well-publicized conferences and seminars drawing together intellectuals and practitioners. This high-profile exposure has forced governments to establish units in their central agencies and line departments to deal with these voices and to brief their superiors and ministers. In tandem with media attention, think tanks have been capable of exerting pressure on government to embrace a policy in their favour.

55 Savoie, Power: Pg. 179
56 ibid, Pg. 181
Such organizations do not only function outside of government; frequently commissioned to do work or research, they also use their political relationships to seek to influence through their close ties with key policy makers on the inside\textsuperscript{57}.

Canadian think tanks in particular have helped to structure the broader policy agenda and have served as an important conduit for the distribution of academic ideas on policy problems to government and the media. They have historically been useful in challenging the prevailing assumptions, as well as specific policies, held by line department bureaucrats\textsuperscript{58} through strong media presence and through the provision of expert testimony before parliamentary committees\textsuperscript{59}. This is demonstrative of how they have quickly become a key authority in policy development.

\textbf{v. Media (and individuals)}

Media have always been and continue to be important political actors in their own right. Their power is unique in that they are capable to shape a policy agenda and to influence voters, politicians, and public servants to take positions that they would not otherwise take. In brief, they hold the soft power of persuasion and agenda setting. It is a power that has grown in parallel with other actors, but also one that has allowed them all to attain power on their own. All think tanks, individuals, opposing politicians, consulting firms, corporations, and governing parties are umpired through the media they use and the scope and scale of their audiences and rely on them to obtain and retain these audiences.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{57} ibid., Pg. 177
\textsuperscript{58} Saward, The Hollow Crown: Pg. 105
\end{flushright}
As it has been seen, media not only provide information and entertainment and but also play a central role in working of democracies, mediating what is frequently referred to as the “public sphere” 60—the space for public association and debate leading to the formation of public opinion and political movements, and where parties that can hold private interests accountable 61. Some authors emphasise the critical role of the media in the public sphere, distinguishing between the early press who highlighted political controversy and the more recent development of media that commodify the news. This commodification was caused by the increased prevalence of technology such as television, radio and social media, which has a tendency to turn short snippets and clips to sum up major policy issues or, much more often, to report on policy and government happenings. Scholars indicate that this new approach to presenting the news is less deferential and much more subjective 62, a phenomenon which Savoie refers to as “tabloid media”— a reference to the media’s lack of hesitation in creating controversies and for its heavy focus on political gaffes 63. This new reality has lead to a both a breakdown in the governments’ capacity to campaign on legitimate policy ideas, as well as in the trust between the government and the media 64. Governments have responded by adding resources to the offices to manage these new pressures, meaning that funding is increasingly being spent on partisan purposes or reactionary politics rather than on research for policy issues 65. As a result, a good number of politicians now maintain that good government means “perpetual campaigning 66.”

Organized media is not the only challenge, however. In the early 2000s, social media emerged as a political tool for promoting campaigns and engaging citizens online.

62. Savoie, Power: Pg. 87
63. Ibid, Pg. 88
64. Ibid, Pg. 89
65. Ibid, Pg. 97
66. Ibid, Pg. 96
The Government of Canada has begun using new Web 2.0 technologies to promote citizen involvement. As a result, over time it has established Twitter, Facebook and a number of consultative accounts. For example, the Public Health Agency of Canada provided up-to-the minute updates on the H1N1 pandemic on Twitter, reaching a broad scope of citizens instantly.

Government leaders are also turning to social media to “consult the public while in office,” so much so that citizens now have come to expect the opportunity to provide comments and ask questions on a wide variety of online channels, placing greater demand on government websites, but also on political reactivity to their opinions. Governments are therefore increasingly faced with the challenge of finding “balance between corporate direction and departmental flexibility” thanks to the new public pressures resulting from social media.

Digital formats also make it easier for governments to share information in a more open manner – a process referred to as “open government.” This increased sharing and openness brings a number of challenges.

First, the government is confronted in finding an appropriate balance between openness and data protection. A recent report by the Canadian Journalists for Free Expression indicates that “more than half of the federal institutions surveyed for their performance on access to information ranked below average and five failed outright,” a sentiment echoed by Democracy Watch as well as by the Information Commissioner herself, Suzanne Legault. This is demonstrative of the challenge governments face in attempting to negotiate public trust in the face of the expectation

---


of openness and accountability while maintaining an independent capacity to develop policy and programs. Second, by having data more accessible, it follows that the interpretation of that data is open to a wider public that may or may not have the expertise and/or the appropriate degree of trust to provide meaningful comment on its implications for society.

Indeed, it has been seen that new media have been key in empowering individuals or groups whose views or sentiments would otherwise not have been heard. Digital citizens have and will continue to impact politics and government at watershed moments, but also impact government functions on a daily basis. A recent example is the Idle No More movement, which gained momentum in December 2012 due to the passing of Omnibus Bill C-45. By means of Twitter and Facebook, young First Nations and non-First Nations people alike started a nationwide conversation on issues ranging from treaty rights to youth unemployment, resource extraction and inadequate housing and education. The successfully organized protests and rallies, and gained media attention throughout the process. Ron Stagg, a professor at Ryerson University, stated that the campaign was so successful as issues “were seen as local issues rather than national issues. […] [What this group has done with social media is to make (them) into a national issue. In fact, it’s even international.” Although the movement did not directly lead to policy changes, it did lead to awareness and discussion from all political sides. It has been seen that prolonged pressure of this sort can indeed assert expectations of government and create a groundswell of support so powerful that the need for a governmental response is clear.

Evidently media has a major role to play in shaping public opinion, disseminating information, and in strengthening minority voices. As it has become more pervasive,
governments have been challenged in maintaining a positive public image as well as managing the dissemination of information. It has become another consideration when governments craft their communication and messaging, and one that is continuously evolving. Ultimately, it is one of the major sources of newfound power and influence that governments are faced with.

As Canada has shifted into a system of New Public Management brought on by the reactionary forces of globalization, government leaders have strived to make the institutions of government work in harmony, stressing coordination, consistency, and avoiding duplication or overlap\textsuperscript{73}. They also, however, want to have an impact on their society and shape that society through policy change and program development.

Over the past two decades, however, these governing authorities have had to adapt to the erosion of their governing capacity by both external economic and political suprabodies and internal fragmentation. The various emerging actors and their powers are expanding and growing, driven by the causal factor of globalization and decentralization. In turn, the dirigiste, cohesive and controlling model of state power no longer dominates, either in reality or in theory. Many authors have discussed the idea of the diffusion of power away from the core executive in Westminster governments, and refer to the concept as the “hollowing” of the state\textsuperscript{74}.

Sites of authority are now often difficult to identify, since modern governance structures are typically composed of chains of delegated authority with, at each level, more or less “agency slack\textsuperscript{75}.” When not carefully monitored, authority that is delegated can be “lost”—transferred, permanently if unofficially, to such agents. This internal reshaping and the external erosion of

\textsuperscript{73} Saward, The Hollow Crown: Pg. 198
state capacities has forced the core executive actors to play a mediating role between external powers and internal capacities, managing a host of voices, opinions, and powers. This is reflective of a hollowing out of core executive capacity due to globalization, even while core executives actively seek to develop their own internal power.

Since the trend line for the future seems likely to involve an ever growing vulnerability of executive power to global events and processes, the controls exercised by the state at home appear destined to undergo a corresponding expansion. The proceeding section will outline specific ways in which the rational, elected actors look to their own legitimacy with the aim of carving out for themselves a more subtle and flexible role to enhance domestic control over the remaining, re-shaped, and newly revised levers of national policy making.\footnote{Saward: The Hollow Crown, Pg. 34}
Section II: Reacting to the Hollow State

Modern government executives face a paradox in that their bureaucratic capacity for action in terms of knowledge, expertise, budgets and personnel resources is high, while, at the same time, phenomena such as globalization and democratization have severely undermined their ability to directly control social outcomes. The erosion of governmental capacity to independently affect change has lead to a hollowing of the state, which scholars have learned a great deal about since the concept arose. We now know that Ministers and Prime Ministers need different competencies and skill sets to effectively function in the hollow state; and that its very existence raises important questions about democratic accountability and, in turn, the legitimacy of the administrative state. In coming to terms with these challenges, many government heads, including Canada’s Prime Ministers and Executives, have developed a renewed interest in understanding the techniques of policy implementation and have developed new policy instruments with the intention of managing state-societal interactions in order to assure general support for their aims and initiatives.

i. Why Information Management and Message Control

Substantive policy instruments, or those instruments intended to directly affect the nature, types, quantities and distribution of the goods and services provided in society, are increasingly being coupled with procedural policy instruments, which are designed to indirectly affect outcomes through the manipulation of policy process. A large number of typical procedural policy instruments have been identified by scholars over the last few decades, including education, training, institution creation, the selective provision of information, formal evaluations, hearings

and institutional reform\textsuperscript{78}. These scholars have found that the main purpose of such instruments is to manipulate the links and nodes of the networks of actors involved in policy-making\textsuperscript{79}. It is clear that in democratic states a government’s desire to alter a policy process is intimately tied to the extent to which the voting public considers existing processes and procedures, as well as proposed policies credible and legitimate. If a prime minister wants to implement changes, he is dependent on whether or not his ideas and decisions can be sold, and the ultimate buyers are the electorate. With this understanding, scholars have found that a key feature in studying procedural instrument choice is the extent to which existing subsystems need to be manipulated in order to retain the political trust or legitimacy required for governments to govern\textsuperscript{80}. Governments which are faced with major legitimation problems, or problems with selling their ideas, are likely to consider instruments such as government reorganization in order to restructure policy networks and reconstruct legitimacy; however those facing low levels of de-legitimation are likely to use minor network manipulation to legitimate their existing and suggested policies and processes\textsuperscript{81}. Of particular relevance to this discussion is the procedural policy instrument of the selective provision of information, referred to here as and information management and message control. It can be the most effective policy tool available to political leaders in providing what is referred to in the field of economics as “nudges”, subtle suggestions

\textsuperscript{81} Howlett, Managing The Hollow State, Pg.423
and shaping of decision-making of groups and individuals. While the prime minister may have formal power, using information management and message control allows this authority to turn into a greater form of decision-making power.

The effort to conceptualize information management and message control in the political process and as a policy instrument must start with the understanding that public opinion, defined as “the political values, attitudes, or opinions of the general public of a country or other political unit, usually understood to include voting patterns or other political behavior,” is the eventual target of government communication.

While in most modern liberal democracies, including in Canada, the norm of popular sovereignty and government legitimacy is achieved formally through competitive elections, at the substantive level it is fulfilled through the responsiveness of the decision makers to public opinion. Indeed, despite the idea that the democratic process allows for governments to achieve a mandate from their electorate and produce/implement decisions, there exists a feedback loop to public opinion, which requires these governments to remain responsive in order to retain their power and legitimacy. Without public approval, they have the potential to lose their governing mandates. This means that in order to reduce dependence on the external environment and to

---

increase policy-making autonomy and independence, governments must resort to actively exerting influence on public opinion.\(^{87}\)

Government communication is mediated through the mass media, which serves as links between the government and the citizens, but is also powerful in setting the public agenda and shaping public opinion.\(^{88}\) It has the capacity to set the standards by which political actors are being evaluated among the audience by highlighting issues and neglecting others.\(^{89}\) With this media power, policy problems have self-reinforcing qualities as they come to dominate policy agendas blocking other potential issues to become posed as problems.\(^{90}\) This reality has two consequences: it is in the governments’ vital interest that the political issues on the public agenda parallel with the priorities of its political agenda; and from the executive's point of view, only those issues should be stressed in the media that shed a favorable light on its performance. Modern political parties and governments in power have reacted to this reality by adopting the approach of a “permanent campaign” with the understanding that in order to govern successfully, they must proactively determine the public agenda by controlling the media agenda.\(^{91}\)

The objective of controlling the issues on the public agenda by shaping the media coverage makes information management an important element in government communication, however the practice is challenged. Since the late 1980s, openness and transparency have emerged as key tenets vital to maintaining legitimate governance and positive public opinion as they have been

\(^{87}\)ibid, Pg. 11
seen as a counterbalance to performance-seeking governance programmes. Selective information and messaging can, in many cases, go against these societal values. But while historically it was indeed argued that to be rational was to seek “good government”—one which is built on transparency, accountability, efficiency, and honesty, this concept of rationality has evolved. Presently, it is argued that in the face of fragmentation and complexity, it is instead rational for core executive actors to reshape the state so that it “better suits their own ends.” As such, the core executive of the modern state has a much stronger interest in “perceptions of good government than in the reality of it.”

Political leaders now operate in a multidimensional landscape populated by various groups with different beliefs, values, emotions and desires. They have been required to change their approach to communication and interaction with the media, and have done so in a number of ways. They have increasingly turned away from the traditional press release policy - based on interpersonal exchanges between politicians and journalists - to a professionalized and specialized process of strategic communication controlling the flow of news. The use of communication specialists for strategic message-crafting and image management for high-profile personalities has become more prevalent, as has the use of marketing principles such the assessment of audiences and the mediums to be used. Essentially, communication has become

---
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a top down process whereby the media are the means and the public the targets while the strategies are determined by the political objectives of the specific actor. In the case of government and its executive, practices of information management and message control aim at informing the public, legitimizing decisions, mobilising public and political support, creating trust in its performance, and by the executive's need to make its message compatible with the institutional prerequisites of the political process.

In the light of the general developments of globalization, information management and message control is a practical solution for governments to strategically communicate their messages and use the media to further their political and policy goals. Indeed, it can be easy to see why a ruling party would want to maintain public popularity and high personal standing in a landscape permeated by provinces, parties, individuals and critics representing different parts of the country and thusly priorities. Maintaining a positive public image is important for achieving policy goals and avoid backlash from public-opinion, party factions, inter-governmental organizations, international allies, and the opposition parties, particularly when it comes to immense expenditures and policy decisions such as those for international trade, infrastructure, and national defence. It is logical therefore that party leaders have a strong need to manage the requirements and expectations of a variety of opposing actors who are challenging them to balance decision-making and responsible government. The value of public support is what prompts prime ministers to manage or otherwise control how they and their decisions are portrayed in the media.

ii. How Information is Shared in Canada

There are a number of ways in which modern Canadian governing parties ensure they can control the information and messaging they share.

The Privy Council Office (PCO) in particular has seen an immense growth in its usage by Canadian politicians, and specifically of the Prime Minister\(^{100}\). The “communications and consultations” unit of the PCO manages questions on contentious issues, and even basic demands for information from reporters are now sent to this office for review, editing, and approval prior to public release\(^{101}\). Public appearances by cabinet ministers – whether it's a speech or an interview – are carefully staged, starting with a "message event proposal" vetted by the Office. Even bureaucratic announcements, which could normally be managed without the Prime Minister's approval or review, have been under close scrutiny and management. As Ottawa reporter Susan Delacourt wrote, “It is now standard, for instance, for reporters to submit questions in writing to the government only to wait hours, days, or even weeks for a committee-approved response\(^{102}\).” Such careful oversight has allowed for recent media coverage to reveal that government scientists and librarians have complained they are being “muzzled\(^{103}\)” when they attempt to present their research, while bureaucrats themselves have been seeking longer extensions to handle access to information requests and vet the information provided\(^{104}\).

\(^{100}\) Savoie, Power: Pg. 140
^{101}\) Savoie, Governing from the Centre. Pg. 123-124
Question Period has also become increasingly standardized and institutionalized. Lead party members have been found to use simple, short statements while the opposition has focused on more concrete and accusatory wording—all of which is scripted and pre-approved by communications professionals. The prime minister is seldom in the Chamber, only having appeared for 40% (19) of the 47 question periods during the spring 2014 sitting. When he does attend, it is to carry out the task of public performer in the Commons. He never appears before any of the standing (legislative) committees business, but rather his performances now consist of periodic visitations to answer questions, make statements, deliver set piece speeches, and occasionally intervene in debates.

Essentially he limits himself to the provision of statements chiefly about international summits and crises (especially crises which might involve military forces), and important developments in Canadian politics with which he is personally associated.

On some rare occasions, a Prime Minister may deliver major speeches to unveil a new policy and then allows the government bureaucracy to determine the details and intricacies of the plan after the announcement takes place. This has allowed Prime Ministers who come to power under a majority government to pursue their desired projects while in office, such as Pierre Elliot Trudeau and language policy, Brian Mulroney with regional development agency, and now Stephen Harper with free trade.

---
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To ensure they can retain power even from internal dissenters, Prime Ministers have also gradually focused on safeguarding Cabinet unity in the face of media and public communication, ensuring that all the ministers speak with one voice. They have done so in guaranteeing that the collective decision-making process remain protected by the rule of confidentiality, which enables ministers to engage in full and frank discussions necessary for the effective functioning of a Cabinet system prior to major policy announcements or changes. In many cases, collective responsibility has more to do with ensuring prime ministerial control than to present a collective voice.

Occasionally when wanting to by-pass Cabinet altogether, prime ministers announce important government initiatives without the approval or even the knowledge of their cabinets: Trudeau’s imposition of a sweeping austerity programme on his return from the Bonn summit, BC Premier Vander Zalm’s announcement of his government’s opposition to abortion, Ontario’s Bill Davis’s surprise purchase of an oil company are but a few illustrations. This is what Savoie refers to as ‘governing by bolts of electricity’. It allows for Prime Ministers to impose their desired policies and changes in a timely manner, and without hindrance.

Indeed, it can be seen that recent Canadian Prime Ministers, and particularly Stephen Harper, have adopted a zeal for message control. So much so, that former Liberal Leader Stéphane Dion charged that he is presiding over the "most secretive government in our history." Stephen Harper's Conservative government also won the Code of Silence Award from the Canadian Association of Journalists in 2012, in recognition for “Canada's most secretive government or

112 Also referred to as Cabinet Confidences. See the Treasury Board website for additional information: http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/atip-atiprpt/tools/qpcc-cprec-eng.asp
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publicly funded agency”115. This form of information management has been done in order to ensure that the government in power can manage public opinion, prevent controversy, and shape public policy. It does not however, come without a price.

**iii. Negative implications of information control**

To be sure, Prime Ministers’ desire to control political messaging has been criticized. Harper in particular was condemned for using prorogation to skirt the will of Parliament, and his refusal to accept and respond to expert opinion on law and order issues is regularly put in a negative light. A recent book by Lawrence Martin has drawn public attention to this particular aspect of Harper’s governance by indicating that he “is shown to be an excessive partisan with a need to dominate and an almost manic desire for secrecy and information control116”. This view has been echoed by a number of scholars, activists, and opposing politicians, and has ultimately brought to question the legitimacy and accountability of the “Harper Government”.

A result of this has also lead to a shift in public opinion about the governance and government of Stephen Harper himself, something that the Prime Minister was evidently attempting to manage. A national survey conducted by Ipsos Reid found that after seven years in office, half of the country believed that Harper has a “hidden agenda,” and 69 per cent of people believe “the Harper Conservatives are too secretive and have not kept their promise to govern according to high ethical standards117.”

---


iv. Checks on Accountability

Given the latent threat of public opinion manipulation and, it is vital that societies have a means of checking and balancing the messages that emanate from government and mainstream media sources. Where media cannot or does not fulfill its role as a watchdog effectively, civil society must find other means to gain information and develop opinions. While the Prime Minister and his Cabinet has found ways to retain secret information, there have indeed been efforts to retain a level of openness so that the public and parliamentarians alike can preserve access to government information through the appointment of independent reviewers.

The Parliament of Canada Act mandates the Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) to provide independent analysis to the Senate and House of Commons on the state of the nation’s finances and the government’s estimates.

The Office of the Auditor General (AG) is the final Officer of who audits departments and agencies, most Crown corporations, and many other federal organizations. The Office’s overarching aim is to hold the federal government accountable for its stewardship of public funds. The aforementioned PBO’s work aims to complement the AG’s work—while the PBO forecasts spending, trends and estimates which are prospective in nature, the AG takes a retrospective view of the Public Accounts and plays an assurance role while exposing areas requiring attention and providing recommendations for improvement to Parliament.

One of the AG’s key duties is to call attention to anything that he considers to be of significance and of a nature that should be brought to the attention of the House of Commons. To complete these duties, he has more tools granted to him to do so than the PBO thanks to the Auditor.
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General Act, which grants him “free access at all convenient times to information that relates to the fulfillment of his or her responsibilities and he or she is also entitled to require and receive from members of the federal public administration any information, reports and explanations that he or she considers necessary for that purpose”.
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Section III: Case Study

The previous sections have outlined the newly emerging actors who are increasingly challenging governments’ sovereign authority in developing national policies and in realizing their policy objectives, as well as a concrete manner in which governments have attempted to manage these newfound challenges. The purpose of this section is to provide a specific case study demonstrating the pervasiveness of these actors and government reactivity.

Certain areas historically managed solely by the federal government have now been exposed to the input and meddling of new actors. Weapons and equipment procurement in Canada as well as the acquisition of capability for the military, both which have historically been inefficient processes and have often been secondary to political consideration, are one area in which this has occurred. As New Public Management took hold, the Canadian Government was forced to reassess its existing system and function within an environment where the procurement process and its operating culture result in effective program delivery and an optimal economic return to the taxpayer. It can be seen as far back as the Trudeau Government where it became common practice for academics, parliamentary committees, think tanks, media pundits and retired senior officers to press the merits of the country’s defence policies and public provide opinions. As such, military expenditure and government procurement has been one particular area in which the Canadian Federal Government has been attempting to enhance its capital and shape empirical factors in order to achieve its desired results.
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Rarely are defence acquisition issues of substantial concern in Canadian politics, or able to shift an entire election, but they have proven to be of momentous magnitude at various points in history. In 1993, cancelling a major defence contract for new search and rescue helicopters was part of the official Liberal Platform and considered to have been one of the “swing issues” of the election. In this case the Liberals stated that the purchase of these helicopters during a time of fiscal restraints was a waste of money, and they cancelled the contract within hours of taking power. Recent acquisitions have been more even controversial. The Canadian Force’s attempt to replace the Sea King helicopters was considered to be the worst procurement failure in Canadian history, even surpassing the Avro Arrow cancellation in 1959 because of what Defence Minister Peter MacKay calls “the Liberal governments' stop-start attempts at acquiring helicopters”.

Recent procurements, however, have seemingly been more challenging. In 2008, the Government of Canada under Prime Minister Stephen Harper established the Canada First Defence Strategy (CFDS) which provides stable long-term funding and a roadmap for the modernization of the Canadian Forces over a 20-year period. While it is expected that the Canadian Forces will be spending $240 billion in order to re-equip its three branches (land, sea, air) between 2008 and 2027. The CFDS specifically announced that Canada would be acquiring 65 "next-generation fighters" as part of its commitment to renewing the equipment of the Canadian Forces. In 2010, the Government announced its intention to purchase the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighters (F-35s) provided by Lockheed Martin in

---
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2010. The F-35 procurement has been a source of considerable controversy in public policy circles in Canada since this announcement.

C. Key Actors

There are a number of key actors imposing pressures and challenging the government’s legitimacy and discrete decision-making power in the realm of defence procurement. They represent all realms and stakeholders, including academic, political, and industrial—all of who have their own position on the acquisition of the F-35 as Canada’s next fighter jet.

i. International Relations and Global Market Considerations

Globalized industrial partnerships propelled the F-35 procurement process from the outset, with Canada having joined in 1997, turning the US-UK collaboration into a multinational one. Currently Canada sits as a Level 3 partner with the expectation of providing between $100-200 million to the program along with Australia, Denmark, Norway, and Turkey\(^{129}\). The aircraft is being produced by a U.S.-led consortium of eight (unequal) partners, of which Canada is a junior member\(^ {130}\). Evidently, the complex multinational ties run deep.

Canada-US relations are a major driving factor behind the push for the F-35s. Not only because Canada faces a series of deadlines and important program milestones as a Level 3 Partner, but also because of the initial attractiveness in promise of retaining partners in key US-led industrial and high-tech networks, while achieving relatively cheap access to latest-generation stealth


\(^{130}\) Bell, Matthew, Mark Bobbi and Keri Wagstaff-Smith, “JSF : Weighing up the partner nation benefits,” in Jane’s Defence Weekly, 3 February 2010, p. 23.
Further, as fourth-generation jets will eventually go obsolete, it is expected that the emerging fifth-generation market will be dominated by the U.S., Russia, and China. With Canada’s political and social history, its normative and ideological preferences, and its alliances, it would evidently face significant political and strategic ramifications if it were to consider replacing an American-led initiative like the F-35 with a Russian or Chinese program.

Scholars Srdjan Vucetic and Atsushi Tago also highlight how integrated Canada, amongst other countries, is in the USA “security hierarchy” which ranks how states voluntarily trade autonomy and sovereignty for “order, prosperity, and cheaper security provided by the US” As the "patron" state, the US provides security to Canadian clients that required some form of alliance and agreement. They explain that the internal logic of this discourse is powerful: “if the F-35 purchase could help establish Canada as a ‘responsible,’ ‘reliable,’ ‘credible,’ and even ‘influential’ ally within the US international security network, and as an otherwise important contributor to global security, then that procurement might well be worth every penny”. This will, in turn, allow for Canada to preserve its capacity to maintain (or enhance) its status as a reliable and prominent ally in Western-led air campaigns and to develop the international prestige in defence capacity. Proponents of the F-35 initiative also point to Canada’s history to illustrate that the country seldom, if ever, operates in a theatre of war without its allies. If Canada wants to use air power to do anything other than defend its sovereignty in the coming decades,
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military interoperability with its allies will be of paramount importance. As such International image, existing political alliances, and global pressures are therefore a major deliberation in the acquisition of the F-35s.

ii. Industry Pressures

International pressures were coupled with economic considerations when the F-35s were first deliberated as an option for Canada.

The 2006 Memoranda of Understanding between the Government of Canada and the prime contractors (Lockheed Martin and Pratt & Whitney) stated that continued access to industrial opportunities was contingent upon the Government of Canada remaining a partner in the Program and procuring the Joint Strike Fighter (F-35) aircraft. The Government estimated that through the JSF program, Canadian companies would be guaranteed access to a number of key competitive opportunities, including an estimated $12 billion in potential industrial opportunities for work on the aircraft platform.

The industry is currently made up of over 700 firms of all sizes that generated $25.1B in direct revenues in 2013. These companies make up the domestic defence industrial-base and provide vital support to Canada’s defence and economic interests. They are playing a growing role as they are more frequently direct operators in military missions, and a continuing role as suppliers.

---
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of key products, technologies and services. As such, corporations and industry groups have been vocal on the topic of the F-35 acquisition and its potential economic gains.

Members of the Canadian Joint Strike Fighter Industrial Group, an industry group representing over 35 Canadian companies that are currently performing work in the production phase of the procurement program, have exerted pressures on the Canadian Government through media and lobbying. They have publicly highlighted that “any delay in the purchase of the new fighter will have real consequences for Canadian industry” and that any delays will ensure that “current Canadian F-35 contracts and jobs will very soon start going to countries that are today buying the aircraft". Individual corporations such Boeing and Eurofighter are also making the case for their respective fighters through media releases and exhibits at the Canadian Association of Defence and Security Industries (CADSI) defence trade show. Such groups represent major industrial stakeholders whose success or failure would have a direct impact on the Canadian economy, granting them some amount of influence in defence acquisitions. They frequently have strong lobby groups as well as financial capacity that can be used to leverage policy decision. For example, during discussions in the Standing Committee on National Defence, government officials expressed worries that Lockheed Martin would have shut the Canadian aerospace industry out of its supply chain if Ottawa had not committed to the F-35. If such threats were executed, Canada could lose a substantial amount of economic potential and the Conservative Government would face severe criticism from industry stakeholders. As such, both internal and external market pressures have been consistently applied to the Government of Canada’s decision making process on the F-35s.

---
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iii. Non-Government Actors and the Media

Industry-lead initiatives and advocacy has been coupled with action not only from the most obvious stakeholders, but also from non-governmental organizations, think tanks, and the media itself.

Think tanks and NGOs have taken on a dual role of both informing and advocating on the topic of the fighter jets. Project Ploughshares, for example, issued a press release basing their data off information from William Hartung of the U.S. Center for International Policy, and accused Lockheed Martin of exaggerating job figures in relation to the F-35. The non-governmental organization said that if Lockheed Martin has presented inflated job figures in an effort to please its U.S. audience, “then it might be inclined to do so for a Canadian one, too.”

The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA) and the Rideau Institute also released a report entitled “One Dead Pilot” which claimed that the F-35s are too dangerous to be used by the Canadian military due to their single-engine. They also released a study authored by the University of British Columbia political science professor Michael entitled “The Plane that Ate the Canadian Military,” which questioned the operating costs of the F-35s and the data used to reach estimates for funding. Such reports have been released occasionally throughout the duration of the acquisition process, and have been considered to both create and revive debates in the public sphere. They have also forced Governments to reply in some manner. A spokesperson for Minister Diane Finley, for example, responded to the CCPA’s “One Dead Pilot” report by


indicating that “independent third-party experts, with access to all of the real facts on this file, have worked to ensure that the reports prepared by DND are rigorous and impartial.”

The press also remains a major actor in shaping public opinion surrounding the F-35s. Prior to 2012, it would frequently capitalize on the lack of public information by filling the void of data on the F-35s with its own “leaked” articles. In June 2014, Reuters cited multiple sources who said the government's review of potential CF-18 replacements is done and the federal government are about to finalize a decision to buy a 65-plane fleet of F-35s without a competition. CBC had a similar report but with the caveat that Cabinet would make the final decision (the Reuters version had Prime Minister Stephen Harper already providing his approval of the F-35 purchase). And the Canadian Press was also reporting that a market analysis, which looked at alternatives and was compiled by the Royal Canadian Airforce and overseen by a panel of independent experts, is still being assessed.

Such outlets have had a long history with criticizing the F-35 acquisition dating back to the initial announcement on the program. They have historically criticized the aircraft as being too expensive, too short-ranged and too complex for Canada's needs and also questioned the suitability of the F-35 to patrol Canada's vast airspace. These actors provide the public with a number of both academic as well as non-objective opinions but also with public criticism and
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concern. They have both the capacity to shape public knowledge as well as public opinion on issues at hand, requiring governments to attempt to manage their influence through the means they have available to them.

**iv. The Auditor General and the Parliamentary Budget Officer**

Increasingly, defence acquisitions have been an issue of internal management as well. The Auditor General (AG), whose primary purpose is to provide independent and reliable information concerning the federal government’s use of federal tax dollars by performing regular financial audits, has been very critical of the F-35 acquisition. In October 2010, AG Sheila Fraser identified "troubling" systemic problems, rigged competitions and cost overruns in defence procurement programs and indicated that the F-35 purchase could cost far more than the budgeted numbers indicate.\(^{148}\) Her warning came at a bad time for the Harper government, which was at the time taking heavy fire for its decision to embark on the costly F-35 jet-fighter acquisition without a competitive bidding processes, further fuelling the public and political perceptions on the matter.

The AG’s commentary was piggy-backed by the the Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) Kevin Page in 2011. With the mandate to provide independent analysis to Parliament on the state of the nation's finances, the government's estimates and trends in the Canadian economy, he presented a cost analysis of the F-35 program and concluded a total cost C$29.3B over 30 years, not the C$16B to C$18B claimed by the government, resulting in a per aircraft cost of C$450M.\(^ {149}\)

Despite the Department of National Defence (DND) denying the substantial increase, the new
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AG Michael Ferguson heavily criticized the government’s F-35 procurement in his 2012 Report, stating that the government did not run a fair competition, there was a lack of consultation, that costs were seriously understated and misrepresented to the PBO, and that decisions were made without required approvals or documentation\(^\text{150}\). Three days after the release of the report, the AG appeared before the House of Commons Defence Committee and stated that his investigation revealed that the government would have known that the F-35 program estimate was C$25B at the time that the Defence Department told the PBO it was C$14.7B, in the weeks leading up to the May 2011 federal election\(^\text{151}\). Generally, such an accounting error could be attributable to bureaucratic miss-step rather than an explicit political act. Indeed, the Government rejected the assertions made and instead defended their stance by indicating that the estimation of the acquisition of the jets did not include operating and salary costs, but accepted that these costs should have been included in the earlier report to the PBO and promised to do so in the future\(^\text{152}\).

The Auditor General and PBO have therefore been substantial actors exerting significant pressure on the Government to maintain an honest and cost-effective approach to the acquisition. Their reports have been the primary source of information on the process for the public and political opposition, and by containing criticism, discrepancies, and concerns, they have had the capacity to inform public opinion and support.

---

\(v.\) New Public Management

The shift of bureaucratic functions to New Public Management has undoubtedly had major effects on government acquisitions, to which the F-35 acquisition process has not been immune.

---
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Scholars have identified three common elements to NPM across governments: changes in machinery of government, new approaches to internal management, and reduction in the role of the state. It can be argued that prior to 2012, the Government’s approach to the acquisition process did indeed attempt to align with some of the NPM values. In particular, limiting the role of the state in the research and development of the aircraft and outsourcing this to the private sector is one evident key application of NPM.

Since 2012, however, there has been an extensive amplification of the bureaucracy as Government shifted its approach in managing the procurement process. On April 3, 2012, the Government of Canada announced a Seven-Point Plan in response to the findings and the recommendation in the aforementioned Chapter 2 of the 2012 Spring Report of the Auditor General of Canada. The report identified concerns with the way key information was being developed and presented to Canadians and recommended that the Government refine its estimates for the full life-cycle costs of the F-35 and make those estimates public. The responsive Plan included commitments to steps such as freezing the funding envelope for the acquisitions; establishing a new F-35 Secretariat who would provide annual updates to Parliament; for Treasury Board Secretariat to commission an independent review of the acquisition and its assumptions and make the report public and more.

The required establishment of a new Secretariat led to the emergence of the National Fighter Procurement Secretariat within Public Works and Government Services Canada. Its primary responsibility was to provide review, oversight, and coordination of the implementation of this Seven Point Plan and its work aimed to establish an improved governance and
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coordination structure, strengthen due diligence, and commit departments to transparency through more timely and effective communications. Additionally, it was accompanied by the key decision-making body for the oversight and coordination of the action plan—the Deputy Minister Governance Committee (DMGC). This committee is chaired by the deputy minister of Public Works and Government Services but also includes deputy ministers from National Defence and Industry Canada as well as ex-officio members from the Privy Council Office, Treasury Board Secretariat, the Department of Finance and the National Security Advisor to the Prime Minister.¹⁵⁵

The thickening of the bureaucracy may have seemed like a step away from the system of NPM, however it is quite evident that NPM values have continued to place pressure on the government. NPM changes include three elements: private sector management approaches; the development of production and service standards; as well as taking into account more than the financial bottom line¹⁵⁶. The OECD has also added improved policy capacity and better information for policy development to the criteria¹⁵⁷. In this particular case, it is evident through the recommendations of the Auditor General as well as the criticism of a number of groups, that the government has been prompted to adopt private sector management approaches such as using concepts such as total quality, service standards, value for money, and results. In addition, the concept of the balanced scorecard, or an initiative aimed to take into account more than the financial bottom line, has also been strongly voiced throughout the process as critics have asserted that the procurement of fighter jets is a process

that must examine more than the monetary value of each aircraft but also Canada’s current and long-term needs and political or military relationships, as well as anticipated strategic role in global conflicts, and needs for interoperability. As will be seen below and previously with the Auditor General, in addition to the introduction of production and service standards, there been extreme pressures on government to ensure proper policy capacity and full, wholesome information prior to making any decisions on the topic. This would ensure that Canada invests in fighter jets that have long-term potential, but again demonstrates how the values of NPM have permeated the procurement process.

**vi. Consultants**

The reactionary thickening of the bureaucracy following the Auditor General’s report in 2012 empowered specific consultants in a very unique way. The aforementioned Seven-Point Plan, for example, directed the Treasury Board Secretariat to commission an independent review of National Defence’s acquisitions and sustainment project assumptions and potential costs for the F-35, and to make the report public. Following a competitive procurement process, KPMG was awarded the contract for the independent review. By commissioning a report from the private sector and ensuring that it becomes publicly available, the Auditor General empowered KPMG to hold government to account and entrusted the firm with restoring public's faith in the government’s approach and financial reporting on the acquisition process.

The report’s anticipated release caused a significant amount of public and media speculation regarding its contents. Four days before the Government published the report, the Ottawa Citizen ran a front page headline, *Federal government cancels F-35 fighter purchase* and

---

indicated that the soon-to-be-released KPMG would put the program costs at over $40B, that the federal Cabinet operations committee had decided to cancel the purchase and hold a competition. This immediately prompted the Prime Minister’s Office to deny the report, declaring it to be "inaccurate on a number of fronts".

The government ultimately released the KPMG report on 12 December 2012, in which KPMG noted that National Defence has not built in enough contingency funds to account for the wild swings in sticker price of the plane. It projected the acquisition's life-time cost at C$45.8 billion over 42 years, an amount was at least three times higher than what the federal government had been publicly announcing, and more than four times higher than the initial price tag of $9 billion. Although KPMG did not publicly comment on the report, its findings were widely publicised and critiqued. Its scathing results were compounded upon by the industrial offsets report, also released on 12 December 2012, which showed that the best estimate of potential benefits to Canadian industry would be C$9.8 billion, far below the C$45.8 billion the government was forecast to spend. In reaction, at a press conference on the day both reports were released, Minister of Public Works Rona Ambrose stated that the government had chosen to “hit the reset button” and were taking the time to do a complete assessment of all available options.

Indeed, consultants were again empowered in the options analysis. Moving ahead with the government's procurement reboot, a committee of independent, non-government experts was struck to oversee the air force’s review of the F-35’s capabilities, costs and industrial benefits to Canada, as well as those of its competitors: the Boeing Super Hornet, the Eurofighter Typhoon.

---

and the Dassault Rafale. It comprised of University of Ottawa professor Philippe Lagassé, Communications Security Establishment chief Keith Coulter, former federal comptroller-general Rod Monette and former civil servant turned policy consultant James Mitchell, who were tasked with assessing the methodology used and the analyses performed and to provide guidance at key milestones in the work. The review was central to the government’s promise to revisit the decision to purchase the F-35 without a competition. Its results would again determine the accuracy and validity of the Royal Canadian Air Force’s (RCAF) options analysis and had the capacity to validate or discredit the analysis in the public eye. This evidently entrusted them with a distinctive opportunity to justify the government’s decision-making.

Historically, Canada has relied on the private sector to deliver its military hardware, including fighter jets. Although there are a number of efficiencies to be had in the usage of private industry in the delivery of such services and products, this reliance has had a substantial adverse effect on Government. Allowing for public consultants or corporations to become independent stewards or auditors of defence equipment makes logical sense given the rotational nature of the federal public service and the Canadian Forces as well as the length of time and use of Canada’s fleets in service. This reality has, however, allowed for an overly thin layer of experienced and knowledgeable public servants in this area. To compound on this, even public servants with procurement knowledge do not, for the most part, have experience on major capital purchases because of the paucity of such purchases in the last 20 years. These exist too few officials with defence procurement knowledge and experience remaining in government—even public servants with procurement knowledge do not, for the most part, have experience on major

---

capital purchases because of the paucity of such purchases in the last 20 years. Evidently, the country has seen the private sector’s monopoly on knowledge in this field affect its government capacity to adequately make properly educated decisions and evaluations, relying on private or academic sector knowledge during their policy development. Consequently, Canada has seen an increased risk avoidance coupled with redundant layers of process and management to compensate for this lack of corporate knowledge\textsuperscript{164}.

\textit{vii. Official Opposition}

Opposition parties have been strongly working against the F-35 acquisition since the very eve of the announcement. Although the Liberals were the governing party when Canadian participation in the Joint Strike Fighter program over 10 year prior, it was the announcement of an untendered sole-sourced contract by the Conservative Government in 2010 that propelled the acquisition process into the spotlight. Immediately, opposition parties were united against the Conservative minority. As the AG’s 2011 report was revealed, the backlash from the opposition parties escalated. Opposition Leader Thomas Mulcair, in a speech to the Economic Club of Canada, said, "we have clear and convincing evidence that the government intentionally provided false information to Parliament and that’s serious. This is a basic question of respect of our institutions\textsuperscript{165}." In the House of Commons he reiterated his concern and stated that “the report is a litany poor public administration, bad decision making, and a lack of accountability by Conservative ministers\textsuperscript{166}.”
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During the 2011 election the New Democratic Party (NDP) went so far to state that "our defence policy is broken" and that they would prioritize investment in naval ships over new fighter jets in an attempt to garner votes in coastal regions.\(^{167}\)

Ironically, the F-35 acquisition was not a deciding factor in the ensuing election campaign as the Conservatives attained a majority. Despite this reality, however, opposition parties were able to bring the issue of the F-35s to the surface of political debates. After the release of the 2012 AG report, they were able to do so once again. They called for the resignations of both the prime minister and Defence Minister Peter MacKay as the AG scathingly indicated that they DND did not exercise due diligence in choosing the F-35 fighter jet to replace the CF-18, wasn't forthcoming with Parliament about its true estimated cost, and made key decisions without required approvals or proper documentation.

NDP Leader Tom Mulcair said that if PM Harper knew the wrong figures were given to Canadians, it's "unconscionable" and if not it was "incompetence," while interim Liberal leader Bob Rae stated that "this prime minister has systematically misled the Canadian people on this issue."\(^{168}\) Such strong criticism and language denotes the lack of confidence in the capacities of the PM, and brings into question his ability to conduct a procurement of this scale. It could evidently be persuasive in the development of public opinion.

\textbf{D. Government Reactions and Their Fallout}

Evidently the Government of Canada has taken specific action to mediate the effects and powers of such actors, and this remains true for those who have a capacity to influence the F-35 acquisition process. In particular, the government implemented the procedural policy instrument


of the selective provision of information, or as explained in the previous section, information management and message control.

Information management and message control began with the unveiling of the F-35 decision, and more specifically with an attempt to control the scope of the dissemination of information and to prevent excessive public criticism. To announce their new fighter jet policy, the Conservative government convened an offsite press conference on a Friday afternoon. This act is only one of similar examples which demonstrates the government’s attempt to managing the media and reactions. On other occasions, the Party arranged for senior civil servants to deliver short media briefings to discuss the jet purchase policy\textsuperscript{169}, and the government is currently refusing to release a “public “ report, instead suggesting that it will announce a decision when the House has risen for the 2014 summer\textsuperscript{170}.

Primetime press conferences, among other benefits, allow for politicians to grapple with difficult questions in front of a relatively large viewing audiences\textsuperscript{171}. A late afternoon press conference, and particularly one that occurs on a Friday prior to a weekend when people are aiming to go home after a long work week or in the summer during an expected political news break, will instead ensure a relatively small audience. Further, by using civil servants rather than political figures to present some policy decisions, the Government is limiting coverage and publicity, further ensuring a smaller dispersion of information.


The initial announcement of the procurement process was itself carefully choreographed, with the ministerial trio of Peter MacKay (Defence), Tony Clement (Industry), and Rona Ambrose (Public Works) simply saying that Canada needed the F-35 not only because it was the "very best" design available for purchase, but also because Ottawa had already contributed over $170 million to its development. Rather than providing specifications on the jet and the statement of requirements prepared by the military and a material team at DND, the Conservatives simply argued that it built on the 2008 “Canada First Defence Strategy,” which budgeted for a fleet of 65 “next generation” fighter jets. Such “lines” have been increasingly common in all major policy decisions. Because of the historic public opposition to major monetary spending including that defence acquisition as well as the need to bypass other departments’ “red tape,” the Government has become increasingly sensitive in its information management. To do so, there has been an increased use of the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) as the centre for government information management and message control.

The Office has required for information to be vetted and approved prior to any release, ensuring that the Prime Minister’s expectations for information sharing are met. By maintaining tight control over what is discussed with the press, the Prime Minister is able to manage communication between his government and the Canadian public, limiting the possibility that the media will run off in a direction that has little to do with a message averse to his positioning. From the government’s perspective, a press conference that has journalists asking questions unrelated to the conference topic is of little use to them, and one that allows for well-informed, concrete criticisms can be even more damaging. This tight control over communication has manifested to the extent that former Assistant Deputy Minister of defence material Dan Ross,
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referring to the risks of the F-35 as a jet, stated that “for seven and a half years, whenever a journalist asked to do an interview, it was denied [...] the Defence Department doesn’t communicate and it asks the (Prime Minister’s Office) for permission and they say no, and no one ever communicates.”

The carefully planned timing of announcements and the careful choosing and approval mechanisms of the PMO have not always provided the desired results. Following the initial announcement for the F-35 acquisition, the Liberal Opposition at the time attacked the Conservatives for sole-sourcing the fighter aircraft acquisition, while the New Democratic Party (NDP) raised budgetary questions and called for a general review of national priorities. During this time of criticism, the Prime Minister and his appointed ministers chose not to provide concrete information such as the operating costs for fear of more extensive criticism. Instead, as time went on, issues such as performance shortfalls and delays began to emerge while the government continued to attempt to shape public information through editing Wikipedia articles on the F-35 and encouraging positive feedback from Canadian stakeholders. They did so in attempt to shape a positive public opinion in support of the F-35 acquisition.

Despite these attempts, the controversies were compounded upon by the aforementioned criticism and conflicts between the Government and the Auditor General and Parliamentary Budget Officer, who highlighted the lack of "due diligence" in the fighter jet selection and the misstated acquisitions costs in both reports and in front of the Public Accounts Committee. As a
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response to the AG’s appearance in front of committee, the Prime Minister issued an injunction against him to prevent the release of any e-mail correspondence with the Committee in regards to his appearance, saying that compliance with access to information requests would be a breach of parliamentary privilege. This move prevented any additional information, criticism, or questioning from escaping into the public sphere, demonstrating an attempt to limit the negative press and save-face during a time when there was very little positive press or coverage of the acquisition process. The AG’s only recourse was to chastise the administration by stating that "I can't speak to individuals who knew it, but it was information that was prepared within National Defence, and it's certainly my understanding that that would have been information that, yes, that the government would have had. [...] I can only frame it as, they had information … they should have used that as the opportunity to bring that forward."

From here, the F-35 evolved into a true scandal—the Liberals called for Harper's resignation; the NDP spoke of incompetence and tax dollar waste; pundits spun stories of undue influence of Lockheed Martin lobbying; third-party auditing confirming the PBO’s life cycle cost estimates, and the media printed headlines such as "F-35 Dead in the Air." This onslaught of criticism forced the government to respond, which Minister Rona Ambrose did in a press conference stating that the government “has hit the reset button [and is] taking the time to do a complete assessment of all available aircraft.” Two years later, however, in mid-April 2014 after the

177 Like Cabinet secrecy, parliamentary privilege is a constitutional convention that is upheld in law. In New Brunswick Broadcasting Co. v. Nova Scotia (Speaker of the House of Assembly, the court stated: “Privilege” in this context denotes the legal exemption from some duty, burden, attendance or liability to which others are subject. It has long been accepted that in order to perform their functions, legislative bodies require certain privileges relating to the conduct of their business. It has also long been accepted that these privileges must be held absolutely and constitutionally if they are to be effective; the legislative branch of our government must enjoy a certain autonomy which even the Crown and the courts cannot touch.”
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topic had weaved out of the mind of political and public thought, the long awaited "options analysis" of the different fighter aircraft available was completed by the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). The report itself was not made public, forcing speculation as to what the Government’s considerations could be. A few months later, in June, the government's independent panel on the new fighter aircraft released a statement as well. The panel oversaw the RCAF’s assessment of the risks and costs of each possible fighter choice, but did not make a recommendation as to which aircraft to buy, instead stating that it had no hesitation in pronouncing the RCAF’s assessment of all four aircraft was “rigorous and impartial.” Again, the government chose to release only a partial version of the report to the public, and only once it announced the next steps it will take. Much of this had to do with the influence and concerns of private sector companies, who provide commercially sensitive information to the government for reporting purposes but rely on the government’s maintenance of its confidentiality so as to not undermine their competitive positions in Canada.

One of the panelists compared the panel’s independent seal of approval to the Auditor-General’s signing-off on the government’s books, however political observers have noted that the delay of the report is likely a tactic to keep the F-35 procurement from causing controversy and being an issue in the 2015 election. Alan Williams, the former head of procurement at the Department
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of National Defence and who was in charge of the country’s initial involvement in the F-35 program, also dismissed the panel report as public relations ploy. Indeed, it is easy to see how the government would attempt to appease public calls for an open tender by using an independent panel of experts. Winning the seal of approval from such independent monitors was could also have been a final attempt for the Prime Minister to “nudge” public opinion towards supporting the F-35s and in general, seeing the acquisition process as a positive policy initiative. In keeping the full report from the public but allowing small, positive information to be revealed, the government subtly shapes public information and consequently public opinion and support, a smart tactic considering the strong connection between what’s on the news and public opinion.

All of the above-mentioned actions, reactions, and tactics are demonstrative of the efforts made by government leaders, and specifically the prime minister, to retain control over information and messaging in order to effectively shape public knowledge and to persuade public opinion towards the support of his own desired policies. His attempts at tight control and limited information, however, seemingly worked against him in the long run. While no major party, media outlet, or think-tank openly argued against the national pursuit of an up-to-date tactical air attack capability, there was substantial concern with how the Conservative Government approached the issue. Negative information on the Government’s dominant policy choice slowly became revealed through the gaps in the system, and without strong government communication revealing its true intentions, costing and processes, the policy was inadvertently opened up for criticism. The entire F-35 fracas came down to the questions of accountability (i.e., sole-

---

sourcing) and costs\textsuperscript{188}. Indeed, until December 2012 all potential and actual political liabilities experienced by the Conservatives over the F-35 had to do with the procurement process and their communications strategy. In particular, it can be seen that one of the major challenges for the procurement process has been communication, as the Conservative Government has been heavily criticized for its “culture of secrecy\textsuperscript{189}” throughout this process.

It is clear that the Conservative Government began the process with the intention of acquiring the F-35s through the sole-source acquisition. This intention, however, hinged on the extent to which the voting public considered the existing procurement processes and procedures, as well as the extent to which it found the proposed policies credible and legitimate. Unfortunately, military expenditure and defence equipment acquisitions have been particular areas in which the Canadian Federal Government has struggled to enhance and maintain its political capital and shape empirical factors surrounding public discussion. The Canadian Force’s recent attempt to replace the Sea King helicopters was considered to be the worst procurement failure in Canadian history, even surpassing the Avro Arrow cancellation in 1959\textsuperscript{190} because of what Defence Minister Peter MacKay calls “the Liberal governments' stop-start attempts at acquiring helicopters\textsuperscript{191}”. Despite the reality that the Liberal Government undertook the Sea King replacement, the challenges have continued on under the Conservative Party. As such the existing credibility, legitimacy, and capacity of the government’s procurement capacity is weak and the Conservative Government is functioning in a system where it must work diligently to
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both gain and retain the political trust or legitimacy required to make substantial monetary
decisions to the ultimate buyers—the electorate.

In this particular case, the government approached the challenge by implementing strategic
policies to negotiate the existing policy networks and to reconstruct its legitimacy, and
specifically, it implemented the procedural policy instrument of the selective provision of
information, or information management and message control.

It is generally understood and accepted that politicians will use communication specialists for
strategic message-crafting and image management for high-profile personalities, as well as a
number of other key tactics such as message approval and the use of marketing principles such
the assessment of audiences and the mediums to be used. Despite the understanding that there are
potential benefits and rational reasons for governments employ such tactics to control
information and ensure consistent messaging, it is challenging to see why the government chose
the path it did on communication with the F-35 file.

From the conception of the acquisition process, as the government became convinced back in
2008-09 that the F-35 was the only real option for Canada, it chose to remain secretive and
abstain from providing the public with information. Secrecy on such matters is supposed to
provide government with the ability to shape public perceptions and support a positive image—
its aim is to give the inner circle (and the government) a critical advantage in implementing
choice public policy. As the executive retains secret information, it not only grows its social
capital but also shapes the empirical factors received and interpreted by the Canadian public and
electorate in order to achieve their desired policy outcomes. In the case of the F-35s, however,
the extent of information control did not help the Conservative Government. Instead, it presented
the public and opposing politicians with a single, unproven, unverified and unquantified policy option during a time when botched previous acquisitions processes were still present as vivid, unpleasant memories but also during a time when value-for-money and competitiveness were substantially valued. As the media circulated reports criticizing the aircraft as being too expensive, too short-ranged and too complex and not suitable for Canada's needs\(^\text{192}\), there was little concrete information coming out of official government sources to clarify or inform the public. This lack of information, exacerbated by a lack of public knowledge of the details of the contract with Lockheed Martin, had substantial effects on public acceptance of the F-35s as a policy option. March 2011 poll data conducted by Nanos Research showed that the majority of Canadians opposed purchasing the F-35. Even 56% of those identified as Conservatives opposed the purchase\(^\text{193}\). In this case, therefore, the strategic release of information and intense control over messaging worked in tandem with the public’s existing apprehensions and concerns, swaying their opinion away from the government’s desired outcome. Instead, it brought up concerns about legitimacy, openness and transparency in the process of defence acquisitions.

It can therefore been seen that in limiting public access to information and tightly controlling messaging to such an extent early on in the process, the government made itself a target for the opposition, cast doubt on its own motives, backed itself into a corner on options and costs, and allowed for a perception of incompetence. The less information publicly available
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to justify a minister’s position made the unilateral support for the F-35s suspicious and confusing to Canadians and to opposing parties.

As the Auditor General’s report was released, the minister and prime minister were left fumbling to explain why all the studies and cost projections could not be shared with the public, while the ones which were increasingly casted doubts about the potential of the F-35 itself, as well as questions about cost overruns. Individual ministers were left with the responsibility of explaining enormously complex decisions to an increasingly angry and impatient public who had little information on the policy option itself, but significant information on the secrecy of its elected government.

After the Auditor General’s report and recommendations were made public, the Government took some concrete steps to ensure that transparency and accountability re-entered the acquisition process. In particular, implementing the recommendations of the AG and following through with the various check-and-balances such as the KPMG report, the RCAF options analysis review panel, as well as yearly progress reporting have been major steps in this process. At this point, however, it was evident that using minor network manipulation through information management and message control had backfired. Instead, the major policy instrument of government and process reorganization was needed to manage historic and ongoing concerns with the process.

The challenges in retaining legitimacy in the F-35 acquisition has certainly been a political lesson—neither the minister nor the government benefitted from policy making done in secrecy and with little information. A transparent and legitimate process which opens government policy-making to expert review not only shields a minister from potential criticism, but is also assigns the task of vetting complex issues to a representative range of experts, and is far more
likely to lead to a decision that is widely seen as both legitimate and sound. It does not
compromise the government’s leadership of such issues, but rather supports the idea of effective,
competitive government procurement. This lesson is a demonstration that an increase in the
executive’s power at the expense of “values in our society” such as civic discussion, access to
information, and accountability\(^\text{194}\) now requires for governments to re-strike the balance between
accountability and secrecy in order to uphold these values and prevent not only the
mismanagement of government funds, but also ensure the Government is acting legitimately and
on behalf of the Canadian people.

**Conclusion**

Globalization and an increasingly interconnected world have heavily influenced the policy-
making process in Canada. External pressures have required for the country to adapt in a number
of ways, including ensuring the stability of the global markets, managing global and domestic
media, and shifting to a system of New Public Management in order to provide better public
services at lower cost, while at the same time maintaining democratic control and accountability
over the content of public policy. Despite these efforts, new powers are emerging to challenge
the sovereign capacity of government leaders to make decisions and shape programs and
policies. These leaders continue to want to have an impact on their society and shape that society
through policy change and program development, and they have been required to react through
the implementation of policy instruments in order to obtain and retain legitimacy in the public
sphere.

Information management and message control have been significant procedural policy
instruments utilized by governments in recent years. They have been found to be a practical

solution to strategically communicate messaging and use the media to further political and policy goals with the aim of shaping public opinion and support while avoiding backlash from party factions, inter-governmental organizations, international allies, and the opposition parties. The recent F-35 is a particularly poignant case study that demonstrates how message control does not always function in favour of the governments who employ it. It has been demonstrated that during the period of time where government employed strict message approval and control as well as intense secrecy, it was faced with a confused public and accusations of mismanagement. In order to re-gain public support and demonstrate proper fiscal management, it was required to implement substantial internal change and increase transparency as well as the frequency and quality of external communications. While it is logical for party leaders to manage the requirements and expectations of a variety of opposing actors who are challenging them to balance decision-making and responsible government, it is also necessary to balance message control with accountability and transparency. The F-35s are a perfect example of why strict message control cannot supersede the democratic values of transparency and accountability.
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